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Abstract
The mechanism of interaction between a cell and an external mechanical field
is still poorly understood, and the accumulated diverse experimental data are
often scattered. Therefore, the aim of this work was to systematize the experimental data in a mathematical model of the interaction between a cell and
an external mechanical field based on standard kinetic equations and Fick’s
diffusion equation. Assuming that the cortical cytoskeleton proteins play a
key role in cell mechanosensitivity, we compared the results of mathematical
modeling and experimental data concerning the content of cytoskeletal proteins at the early stages of a mechanical field change. In addition, the proposed mathematical model suggests the dynamics of changes of a key transcription factor, which is necessary for the expression of certain genes encoding cytoskeletal proteins.
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1. Introduction
Human exploration of outer space faces a number of unsolved problems, including medical problems. Being in conditions of weightlessness, even during
Earth orbit, leads to a number of negative effects, for example, on the musculoskeletal and cardiovascular systems [1] [2] [3]. Existing methods of countermeasures, for the most part, are palliative, which is associated with a lack of unDOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037 Jul. 19, 2019
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derstanding of the etiology of the development of hypo-gravitational changes at
the cellular and molecular levels. To date, questions remain about the interaction
of a cell and a gravitational field: what is the mechanosensor and how the mechanotransduction paths are started.
Practically every intracellular structure can claim to be a mechanosensor.
Thus, stretching of neurons or smooth muscle cells in a culture through the
extracellular matrix leads to an increase in microtubule polymerization [4] [5].
Direct stretching of cell membranes, for example, using patch clamp technology,
changes the cation-transport activity of mechanosensitive ion channels as a result of conformational changes of either the lipid bilayer [6] [7] or the portal
domains of the channel itself [8] [9]. In addition, the submembrane cytoskeleton
[10], as well as intracellular structures [11] [12], can also act as a mechanosensor.
The result of mechanotransduction is the formation of an adaptation pattern
of proteins and gene expression. Thus, in cultured cells under conditions of altered gravity, there was a change in the cell profile, disorganization of microfilaments and, sometimes, microtubules [13]-[18], and changes in mitochondrial
localization [19], which is determined by the state of the intermediate filaments.
In addition, the changes are not limited to the protein content but also occur at
the level of the expression of genes encoding cytoskeletal proteins and associated
components of signaling cascades [20]-[26].
Our previous studies have suggested the role of the actin-binding proteins of
the submembrane cytoskeleton in the primary mechanoreception of cells of various types, in particular skeletal muscle and myocardium. We assume that any
change in the external conditions for the cell is reflected in the deformation of its
cortical cytoskeleton. However, these strains are fundamentally different with
increasing and decreasing loads. The first result is the dissociation of various actin-binding proteins from the cortical cytoskeleton: alpha-actinin-4 with a load
decrease and alpha-actinin-1 with an increase [10] [27] [28]. With further development of this process, the deformation leads to the destruction of the structure and, at subsequent early stages of exposure, to an initial decrease in stiffness, which correlates with the content of actin non-muscle isoforms in the
membrane fraction, which form the cortical cytoskeleton [29]. Furthermore, in
the case of a decrease in external mechanical stress, there is a decrease in the expression of genes encoding cytoskeletal proteins and a further decrease in cortical cytoskeleton stiffness. In contrast, an increase in the external mechanical
stress increases the mRNA content of the genes encoding cytoskeletal proteins
and proteins directly and increases the stiffness [30] [31]. In general, the process
of sensitivity to external stress by cells can be quite universal in the evolutionary
series. Thus, Drosophila melanogaster lacks the isoform alpha-actinin-4; however, it is possible that supervillin plays a role in the process of mechanosensitivity
[32].
Thus, the multiple components and variability of the mechanisms of cellular
mechanosensitivity and mechanotransduction make it difficult to find the “hot
DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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spots” of its regulation and, as a consequence, the development of effective protection methods. Therefore, we decided to build a mathematical model based on
the classical kinetic equations of the concentrations of key proteins and mRNAs
involved in the perception and transduction of external mechanical stress, taking
into account their diffusion between the compartments.

2. Formulation of the Problem
Based on the experimental results described above, it is possible to suggest the
following mechanism for triggering the formation of an adaptive response to
changes in the external mechanical stress.
Suppose that a sensitive protein SP associated with microfilaments reacts to
any change in mechanical stress. In addition, its antagonist, aSP, is also associated with microfilaments. Protein SP can exist both in connection with microfilaments and in free form. The binding to the microfilament network and dissociation from microfilaments at the initial state occur to maintain the initial
level of free protein SPfree in both membrane SPfreem 0 and cytoplasmic compartment SPfreec 0 . Free-form SPfree can diffuse between compartments.
A change in the external mechanical stress leads to an increase in the content
of free “sensitive” protein in the membrane fraction SPfreem with a reaction rate
constant, which depends both on the external mechanical stress and on the
*
membrane compartment characteristics vMFm
→ SPfreem ( g , zmc ) . An increase in the

content of free SPfreem in the membrane leads to an increase in its content in
the cytoplasm SPfreec due to diffusion. SPfreec activates some protein M c* .
The activated protein M c* in turn activates the transcription factor TFc* to
diffuse into the nucleus and alter the transcription efficiency of its target genes
and the formation of the corresponding mRNA. There is feedback, and the efficiency of the formation of the “sensitive” protein mRNA, rSP, depends on the
content of activated TFn* in the nucleus.
Suppose also that the efficiency of proteolysis and degradation of mRNA does
not depend on the content and type of substrates and the rates of cleavage are
constant— v p and vd for proteins and mRNA, respectively. In general, we assume that all reactions proceed at a constant rate, bearing in mind that the rate
does not depend on the content of the substrate/reaction product.
We introduce the following notation:

t—time, index 0—the initial moment of time;
the indices m and c—the membrane and cytoplasmic compartments, respectively;

zmc —the coordinate perpendicular to the cross section of the cell between the
membrane and cytoplasmic compartments, along which the sensitive protein, its
antagonist and the cytoskeletal proteins undergo diffusion,

zcn —similarly, the coordinate perpendicular to the cell cross section between
the cytoplasmic and nuclear compartments, along which the transcription factor
is diffused;
DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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DSP —the diffusion coefficient of the molecules of the “sensitive” protein between the cell compartments;

DaSP —the diffusion coefficient of antagonist molecules of the “sensitive” protein between the cell compartments;
SPfree —the content of the “sensitive” protein in the free state;
aSPfree —the content of the antagonist of the “sensitive” protein in a free state;

*
vMF
→ SPfree ( g , zmc ) —reaction rate of the transition of the “sensitive” protein

from the complex with microfilaments to the free state when the mechanical
stress is changed,
rSP —the content of the “sensitive” protein mRNA;
raSP —the content of the antagonist of the “sensitive” protein mRNA;

vd —the reaction rate of mRNA degradation in the cytoplasm;

vSPfreec ( rSP ) —the reaction rate of the synthesis of sensitive protein molecules,

depending on the content of the corresponding mRNA rSP ;

vaSPfreec ( raSP ) —the reaction rate of the synthesis of antagonist molecules of

the “sensitive” protein, depending on the content of the corresponding mRNA
raSP ;
v p —is the reaction rate of proteolysis of protein molecules in the cytoplasm;

M c* —the content of the activated modifying factor in the cytoplasm;

vM * ( SPfreec ) —the reaction rate of the activation of the modifying protein dec

pending on the content of the free “sensitive” protein in the cytoplasm SPfreec ;
TF * —activated transcription factor;

( )

vTF * M c* —reaction rate of formation of an activated transcription factor in
c

the cytoplasm, depending on the content of the activated modifying protein

M c* ;
vrSPs TFn* —the reaction rate of the synthesis of mRNA molecules of the
“sensitive” protein, depending on the content of the activated transcription fac-

(

)

tor in the nucleus TFn* .

SP—the content of “sensitive” protein, which was evaluated experimentally;
aSP—the content of the antagonist “sensitive” protein, which was estimated
experimentally;

MF—the content of major proteins that form microfilaments (actin isoforms);
MT—the content of the main proteins forming microtubules (tubulin);
IF—the content of basic proteins forming intermediate filaments (desmin);
DMF —diffusion coefficient of microfilament monomer molecules between
cell compartments;

DMT —the diffusion coefficient of microtubule monomer molecules between
cell compartments;
DIF —diffusion coefficient of monomer molecules of intermediate filaments
between the cell compartments;
rMF —the microfilament mRNA content;
rMT —the microtubule mRNA content;
rIF —the intermediate filament mRNA content;
DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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vaSPfreec ( raSP ) —the reaction rate of the synthesis of antagonist molecules of
the “sensitive” protein, depending on the content of the corresponding mRNA
raSP ;

vMFc ( rMF ) —the reaction rate of the synthesis of microfilament molecules,

depending on the content of the corresponding mRNA rMF ;

vMTc ( rMT ) —the reaction rate of synthesis of microtubule molecules, de-

pending on the content of the corresponding mRNA rMT ;

vIFc ( rIF ) —the reaction rate of synthesis of molecules of intermediate fila-

ments, depending on the content of the corresponding mRNA rIF .
Then, for the proposed mechanism, the standard kinetic dependencies taking
into account the diffusion between the compartments, the efficiency of synthesis
and degradation for the concentrations of the analyzed proteins and mRNA are:

SP=
SPfreem 0 + DSP
freem

dSPfreec
dzmc

⋅ t − DSP

dSPfreem
dzmc

SP=
SPfreec 0 + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DSP
freec

*
⋅ t + vMFm
→ SPfreem ( g , zmc ) ⋅ t

dSPfreec
dzmc

⋅ t + DSP

dSPfreem
dzmc

*
M=
M c*0 + vM * ( SPfreec ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t
c

( )

c

(

dTFc*
t − vp ⋅ t
dzcn

(4)

)

rSP
= rSP0 + vrSPs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t
TFn*= TFn*0 + DTF
aSP
=
aSPfreem 0 + DaSP
freem

dzmc

⋅ t − DaSP

(6)

daSPfreem

=
aSP
aSPfreec 0 + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DaSP
freec
+ DaSP

daSPfreem
dzmc

(5)

dTFc*
t − vp ⋅ t
dzcn

daSPfreec

(2)
(3)

c

*
TF=
TFc*0 + vTF * M c* ⋅ t − DTF
c

⋅t

(1)

dzmc

⋅t

daSPfreec
dzmc

(7)

⋅t

(8)

⋅t

Similar to the previous system, for comparison with the experimental results
and to determine the type of dependencies, we write the expressions for those
parameters that can be determined (divided into compartments):
Membrane + cortical cytoskeleton

 dSPfreec dSPfreem 
−
SPm =
SPm 0 + DSP t 

dzmc 
 dzmc

DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037

(9)

 daSPfreec daSPfreem 
−
aSPm =
aSPm 0 + DaSP t 

dzmc 
 dzmc

(10)

 dMFc dMFm 
MFm =+
MFm 0 DMF t 
−

dzmc 
 dzmc

(11)
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 dMTc dMTm 
−
MTm =+
MTm 0 DMT t 

dzmc 
 dzmc

(12)

 dIFc dIFm 
−
IFm =
IFm 0 + DIF t 

 dzmc dzmc 

(13)

Cytoplasm

 dSPfreec dSPfreem 
−
SP=
SPc 0 + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DSP t 

c
dzmc 
 dzmc

(14)

 daSPfreec daSPfreem 
aSP
=
aSPc 0 + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DaSP t 
−

c
dzmc 
 dzmc

(15)

 dMFc dMFm 
MF
MFc 0 + vMFc ( rMF ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DMF t 
=
−

c
dzmc 
 dzmc

(16)

 dMTc dMTm 
MT
=
MTc 0 + vMTc ( rMT ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DMT t 
−

c
dzmc 
 dzmc

(17)

 dIFc dIFm 
IF=
IFc 0 + vIFc ( rIF ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t − DIF t 
−

c
 dzmc dzmc 

(

(18)

)

rSP
= rSP0 + vrSPs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t

(19)

( )
(TF ) ⋅ t − v ⋅ t
(TF ) ⋅ t − v ⋅ t
(TF ) ⋅ t − v ⋅ t

raSP
= raSP0 + vraSPs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t

(20)

rMF
= rMF0 + vrMFs

*
n

d

(21)

rMT
= rMT0 + vrMTs

*
n

d

(22)

rIF
= rIF0 + vrIFs

*
n

(23)

d

Solving equations together, we obtain expressions for the content of various
proteins. For the modifying protein and transcription factor:
*
M=
M c*0 + vM * ( SPfreec ) ⋅ t − v p ⋅ t
c

(24)

c

( )

(

)

( )

*
TF=
TFc*0 − v p ⋅ t + vTF * M c* ⋅ t − TFc*0 − v p ⋅ t + vTF * M c* ⋅ t ⋅ e
c
c

c

(

( )

)

*
TF=
TFn*0 − v p ⋅ t + TFc*0 − v p ⋅ t + vTF * M c* ⋅ t ⋅ e
n

For “sensitive” protein:

c

(

z
− cn
DTF t

z
− cn
DTF t

(25)
(26)

)

rSP
= rSP0 + vrSPs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t
SP=
SPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t
freec

(

)

− SPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e
−

zmc

e 2 DSP t
+
2 DSP
DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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*
dk MFm
→ SPfreem ( g , zmc )

dzmc

−

zmc
2 DSP t

(27)

zmc

⋅ e 2 DSP t dzmc
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*
SPfreem =
SPfreem 0 + vMFm
→ SPfreem ( g , zmc ) ⋅ t

(

)

+ SPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e
−

zmc

e 2 DSP t
−
2 DSP

zmc

∫0

*
dk MFm
→ SPfreem ( g , zmc )

dzmc

(

)

SP=
SPc 0 + SPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e
c
+t⋅

−

zmc
2 DSP t

−

⋅e

(28)

zmc
2 DSP t

dzmc

zmc
2 DSP t

zmc
zmc
*

d  − 2 DSP t zmc dk MFm → SPfreem ( g , zmc ) 2 DSP t
e
⋅∫
⋅e
dzmc 
0

dzmc 
dzmc



(29)

SP=
SPm 0 − v p ⋅ t + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t
m

(

)

− SPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vSPfreec ( rSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e
−t⋅

−

zmc
2 DSP t

(30)

zmc
zmc
*

d  − 2 DSP t zmc dk MFm → SPfreem ( g , zmc ) 2 DSP t
e
dzmc 
⋅∫
⋅e
0

dzmc 
dzmc



For the antagonist of “sensitive” protein:

(

)

raSP
= raSP0 + vraSPs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t

(31)

=
aSP
aSPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t
freec

(

)

− aSPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e

(

−

zmc
2 DaSP t

)

aSP
=
aSPfreem 0 + aSPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e
freem

−

zmc
2 DaSP t

=
aSP
aSPc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t
c

)

(

− aSPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e

(

−

)

zmc
2 DaSP t

=
aSP
aSPm 0 + aSPfreec 0 − v p ⋅ t + vaSPfreec ( raSP ) ⋅ t ⋅ e
m
For microfilaments:

(

−

zmc
2 DaSP t

)

rMF
= rMF0 + vrMFs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t

−

zmc
2 DMF t

MF
=
MFm 0 + ( MFc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vMFc ( rMF ) ⋅ t ) ⋅ e
m
For microtubules:

(

−

zmc
2 DMF t

)

rMT
= rMT0 + vrMTs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t

DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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(34)

(35)

(37)

(38)

(39)

=
MT
MTc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vMTc ( rMT ) ⋅ t
c
− ( MTc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vMTc ( rMT ) ⋅ t ) ⋅ e

(33)

(36)

MF
=
MFc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vMFc ( rMF ) ⋅ t
c
− ( MFc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vMFc ( rMF ) ⋅ t ) ⋅ e

(32)

−

zmc
2 DMT t

(40)
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MT
=
MTm 0 + ( MTc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vMTc ( rMT ) ⋅ t ) ⋅ e
m

−

zmc
2 DMT t

(41)

For intermediate filaments:

(

)

rIF
= rIF0 + vrIFs TFn* ⋅ t − vd ⋅ t

(42)

IF=
IFc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vIFc ( rIF ) ⋅ t − ( IFc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vIFc ( rIF ) ⋅ t ) ⋅ e
c
IF=
IFm 0 + ( IFc 0 − v p ⋅ t + vIFc ( rIF ) ⋅ t ) ⋅ e
m

−

−

zmc
2 DIF t

(43)

zmc
2 DIF t

(44)

3. Simulation
In previous studies, we obtained systematic data concerning the contents of various cytoskeletal proteins in the membrane and cytoplasmic fractions of rat soleus muscle fibers [28] [29]. Therefore, for the simulation, we consider this type
of cell under changes in the external mechanical field.
We consider the actin-binding proteins alpha-actinin-4 and alpha-actinin-1 as
a “sensitive” protein and its antagonist, respectively, and beta-actin as a protein
of microfilaments of the submembrane cytoskeleton because its content dominates over the content of gamma-actin in this cell type [28] (Figure 1(a)).
As a result of a change in the external mechanical stress, an adaptive pattern is
formed: in the case of an increase, the cytoskeleton becomes more developed, in
the case of a decrease, vice versa. Consider the option of decreasing external
mechanical stress (Figure 1(b)).
We will follow the “sensitive” protein, its antagonist, and microfilaments and
compare the results of the simulation with the experimental data.
Since the experiment evaluated the relative contents of proteins and mRNA as
a whole in compartments, then zmc is the “path length” between the cortical

Figure 1. Schema of mechanosensitivity. (a)—an initial state; (b)—an adaptive pattern
under decrease of the external mechanical tension.
—rSP,
monomers,

—aSP,
—rMF,

—rMT,
—M ,
*
c

DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037

—raSP,

—MF as filaments,

—MT as filaments,

—IF as filaments,

—cholesterol,

—SP,
—MF as

—MT as monomers,

—IF as monomers,

—rIF,

— TF .
*
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cytoskeleton and the cytoplasm, and zcn is the “path length” between the cytoplasm and chromatin (Figure 1).
We assume that for the fibers of the soleus muscle of rats:

zmc= 18 × 10−7 m , zcn = 2 × 10−7 m .
Following [33], using the Stokes-Einstein equation, we assume that the diffusion coefficient is:

D=

RT
,
6πη rN A

(45)

where
=
R 8.31 J mol ⋅ K —the universal gas constant, T = 298 K —the temperature,=
η 10−3 Pa ⋅ s —the dynamic viscosity of the medium,

=
N A 6.02 × 1023 mol−1 , r—the hydrodynamic radius of the protein molecule.
Beta-actin, considered the main protein of microfilaments of the cortical cytoskeleton in rat soleus muscle, has 375 amino acid residues. Then, we will assume that its hydrodynamic radius is 5.28 × 10–9 m [33]. Assuming that SP and
aSP are alpha-actinin-4 and alpha-actinin-1, having 911 and 892 amino acid residues, respectively, we will assume that for them, the hydrodynamic radii are
the same and amount to 6.61 × 10–9 m, based on the extrapolation proposed by
[33]. The transcription factor remains unknown in the proposed mechanism,
but since many parameters are not determined accurately but are estimated, for
simplicity of calculations, we will consider the hydrodynamic radius of the transcription factor as a certain average value, and we will use 6.0 × 10–9 m. Consequently, all the hydrodynamic radii necessary for calculations have close values,
and we can assume that the diffusion coefficient has one order:
D=
D=
D=
D=
10−11 .
MF
SP
aSP
TF

(46)

The rate of RNA polymerase II in eukaryotic cells is 10 - 70 nucleotides per
second [34] [35]. Thus, we defined it as 40 nucleotides/s. Since the dependence
of the efficiency of the recruitment of a transcriptional complex to DNA in this
case is unknown, we will assume that for each of the proteins under consideration, it is a linear relationship with a specific recruitment coefficient in each case.
Then:

(

)

TFn* 10−2 krSPs ⋅ TFn* s −1 ;
for SP (alpha-actinin-4, 3885 bp)— vrSPs=

(

(47)

)

1.4 × 10−2 kraSPs ⋅ TFn* s −1 ; (48)
for aSP (alpha-actinin-1, 2956 bp)— vraSPs TFn* =

(

)

3 × 10−2 krMF ⋅ TFn* s −1 ,
for MF (beta-actin, 1293 bp)— vrMF TFn* =

(49)

where krSPs , kraSPs and krMF are recruitment coefficients of the transcriptional
complex to DNA depending on the content of the activated transcription factor
in the nucleus for alpha-actinin-4, alpha-actinin-1 and beta-actin, respectively.
We assume that the half-life of mRNA of genes encoding cytoskeletal proteins, as well as for globin, is approximately 8 hours [36]. We assume that on average, it is approximately 28,800 seconds. Therefore, the reaction rate constant
for mRNA degradation in the cytoplasm is:
DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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v=
3.5 × 10−5 s −1
d

(50)

The speed of ribosomes in eukaryotic cells is diverse, but we will assume that
on average, including for cytoskeletal proteins, processing proceeds at a speed of
5 amino acid residues per second [37]. Then:

5.5 × 10−3 k SPfreec ⋅ rSPs −1 ; (51)
for SP (alpha-actinin-4, 911aa)— vSPfreec ( rSP ) =
5.6 × 10−3 kaSPfreec ⋅ raSPs −1 ; (52)
for aSP (alpha-actinin-1, 892aa)— vaSPfreec ( raSP ) =
13.3 × 10−3 k MFc ⋅ rMFs −1
for MF (beta-actin, 375aa)— vMFc ( rMF ) =

(53)

where the k SPfreec , kaSPfreec and k MFc are coefficients that reflect the efficiency of
translation for alpha-actinin-4, alpha-actinin-1 and beta-actin, respectively.
We assume that proteolysis is carried out using the proteasome. The rate of
proteolysis depends on how long the protein has been synthesized but, on average, is 2.5 substrates/minute [38]. Let us assume that on average, for the analyzed proteins, the rate of proteolysis reaction of protein molecules in the cytoplasm is:

v p = 4 × 10−2 s −1

(54)

Since the dependence of the activation of the modifying protein on the content of free “sensitive” protein in the cytoplasm SPfreec and the dependence of
the formation of an activated transcription factor in the cytoplasm, which depend on the content of the activated modifying protein M c* , remain unknown,
we approximate, as above, with the linear dependence specific activation factors:
vM * ( SPfreec
=
) aM * ⋅ SPfreec s −1
c

(55)

c

( )

(56)

*
vTF * M=
aTF * ⋅ M c* s −1
c
c

c

where aM * and aTF * are the activation coefficients of the modifying protein
c

c

by the free “sensitive” protein and the transcription factor by the activated modified protein, respectively.

*
Consequently, the greatest uncertainty is vMF
→ SPfree ( g , zmc ) , the reaction rate

of the transition of the “sensitive” protein from the complex with microfilaments
to the free state when the mechanical stress changes. Without loss of generality,
we will assume that the variables are independent and then:
*
MF → SPfree

v

(g ,?z=
mc )

v ( g )⋅ v ( z=
v ( g )⋅ DSP ⋅ t ⋅
mc )
*

*

*

−

zmc
2DSP t

(57)

Considering gravity as a bulk force, we accept, as before [27], that:

v* ( g ) = ρ ⋅ g ⋅ cos ϕ ,

(58)

where ϕ is the orientation angle, in this case, the soleus muscle in the field of
gravity, g is the acceleration of gravity, and ρ is the density of the cortical cytoskeleton, depending on the initial number of formed filaments and their organization into the network. For the standard model used to reproduce the effects of weightlessness on Earth in rodents, antiorthostatic suspension, this angle
DOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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is 30˚ [39].
We take the initial values of the estimated parameters for 100% and substitute
(45) - (58) into (24) - (38). We evaluated the process of perception of a mechanical stimulus and its transduction at several points—6, 12, 18, 24 and 72
hours—to compare the results of mathematical modeling and experimental data
obtained by us earlier [28].
The dependences obtained for the content of the “sensitive” protein—
alpha-actinin-4 (Figure 2), the antagonist of the “sensitive” protein—
alpha-actinin-1 (Figure 3), and microfilaments—beta-actin (Figure 4) in comparison with experimental data show coincidence when varying only the constants of the efficiency of transcription ( krSPs , kraSPs , krMF respectively) and
translation ( k SPfreec , kaSPfreec , k MFc respectively). However, there are differences at
the 72-hour point: in the experiment, the alpha-actinin-1 content is 77% ± 7% of
the control in the membrane fraction and 50.5% in the numerical experiment
(Figure 3(b)); in the experiment, the beta-actin content in the cytoplasmic fraction does not differ from the control; in the numerical experiment, it is reduced
(66.4% of the control) (Figure 4(c)). In addition, at the 12 o'clock point in the
experiment, the beta-actin content in the membrane fraction is already reduced
and amounts to 51% ± 4% of the control; in a numerical experiment, it does not
differ from the control (103%) (Figure 4(b)).
The dynamics of the transcription factor change (Figure 5) indicates an increase in its content in the nucleus after 6 hours by 35% and a subsequent increase up to 24 hours (235% relative to the control) and then a decrease after 72
hours compared to the maximum accumulation (up to 190%).

Figure 2. Relative content of the “sensitive” protein and its mRNA (simulation data) and
comparison with the relative content of alpha-actinin-4 (Actn4) and mRNA (experimental data). (a)—mRNA comparison; (b)—membrane fraction of protein comparison;
(c)—cytoplasmic fraction of protein comparison.

Figure 3. Relative content of the antagonist of the “sensitive” protein and its mRNA (simulation data) and comparison with the relative content of alpha-actinin-1 (Actn1) and
mRNA (experimental data). (a)—mRNA comparison; (b)—membrane fraction of protein
comparison; (c)—cytoplasmic fraction of protein comparison.
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Figure 4. Relative content of microfilament protein and its mRNA (simulation data) and
comparison with the relative content of beta-actin and mRNA (experimental data).
(a)—mRNA comparison; (b)—membrane fraction of protein comparison; (c)—
cytoplasmic fraction of protein comparison.

Figure 5. Relative content of the transcription factor in the nuclei (simulation data).

Simulation data were fitted by curve; experimental data are marked by dots.
The simulation was performed under parameters (45) - (58) and constants for
6h krSPs =
−18 × 10−2 , for 12 h— krSPs =
−5.28 × 10−5 , k SPfreec =
−4.4 × 10−5 ,

k SPfreec =
−16 × 10−2 , for 18 h— krSPs =
−4.39 × 10−5 , k SPfreec =−2 × 10−2 , for 24 h—
−5
−1.53 × 10−3 , for 72 h— krSPs
krSPs
= 3.36 × 10 , k SPfreec =
= 1.75 × 10−5 ,
k SPfreec
= 8.85 × 10−4 . The figure was built in the Excel 2007 for Windows.
Simulation data were fitted by curve; experimental data are marked by dots.
The simulation was performed under parameters (45) - (58) and constants for
6h krSPs =
−1.62 × 10−4 , k SPfreec = 10−4 , for 12 h— krSPs =
−1.11× 10−4 ,
k SPfreec
= 2.01× 10−3 , for 24
= 2.23 × 10−3 , for 18 h— k=
2.84 × 10−5 , k SPfreec
rSPs
−2.44 × 10−3 , for 72 h— krSPs =
h— krSPs =
−5.33 × 10−5 , k SPfreec =
−5.33 × 10−5 ,
k SPfreec =
−2.41× 10−3 . The dotted ovals show differences between the simulation
and experimental data. The figure was built in the Excel 2007 for Windows.
The simulation was performed under parameters (45) - (58). The figure was
built in the Excel 2007 for Windows.

4. Discussion
The problem of perception by living cells of a mechanical stimulus is not only of
practical importance associated with the exploration of deep space but also fundamental since life has evolved under the conditions of a permanently acting
mechanical factor—gravity. Despite the many studies, there is currently no universal idea of how a cell perceives an external mechanical field and how it
transduces its changes to form an adaptation pattern.
In our previous works, we obtained experimental data that suggest the key
role of actin-binding proteins in the cells’ perception of various types of meDOI: 10.4236/am.2019.107037
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chanical stimulus. For mammals, we assume that these proteins can be two calcium-dependent alpha-actinin forms: alpha-actinin-1 and alpha-actinin-4 [10]
[27] [28]. However, for example, in Drosophila, there is only one alpha-actinin
isoform, but our previous data suggest that another actin-binding protein,
supervillin, may be the second participant [32]. Therefore, in this work, we designated this pair of proteins as a sensitive protein SP and an antagonist of the
sensitive protein aSP.
In system biology, mathematical modeling is often used to estimate the values
of unknown parameters. The model of population dynamics of Lotka-Volterra is
used especially widely in various kinetic models, for example, when modeling
the development of bacterial infection [40]. In this paper, the use of kinetic regularities and the second Fick’s law, the diffusion equation, assuming that increasing or decreasing mechanical stress leads to dissociation of aSP or SP from
the cortical cytoskeleton, let us numerically receive the same results as in the experiments.
We estimated the values of the parameters after 6, 12, 18, 24 and 72 hours. In
almost all cases, by varying only the constants of the efficiency of transcription
and translation, we obtained theoretical data that coincided with the experimental data. The exception was the content of the antagonist of the sensitive protein
in the membrane fraction (alpha-actinin-1) after 72 hours of exposure: in the
experiment, the minimum content was at the previous point, 24 hours [28],
while modeling was at 72 hours. However, the error values of the experimental
data do not show a significant difference between the values at 24 and 72 hours
[28]. In addition, a significant difference between the experimental data and
those obtained in a numerical experiment occurred in the membrane fraction of
microfilaments after 12 hours, as well as in the cytoplasmic fraction, after 72
hours. However, it should be noted that in the experiment, we evaluated the
content of actin isoforms (beta and gamma-) separately, while in a numerical
experiment, for simplicity, we followed the total content of proteins forming
microfilaments, comparing the data with beta-actin. However, because the content of beta-actin in muscle cells substantially dominates the content of gamma-actin, this approach can be justified. In general, this model, developed for
early acts of cellular mechanoreception, gives results that coincide with experimental data up to 72 hours of exposure.
In addition, it is known that one of the candidates for the role of the sensitive
protein SP, alpha-actinin-4, can penetrate into the nucleus [41] and bind to the
promoter regions of the genes. However, it is still unknown, in the case of
changes in external mechanical stress, whether alpha-actinin-4 itself regulates
the expression of its potential targets or indirectly regulates them through a
transcription factor. Therefore, we introduced a transcription factor modifier
into the model, which can be activated by SP, and, in turn, activate the corresponding transcription factor. In a numerical experiment, the dynamics of
changes in the content of the transcription factor in the nucleus were estimated,
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and according to these results, we can assume that the maximum of its accumulation occurs at 24 hours, where its content exceeds the control level by almost
2.5 times. In addition, its content in the nuclei begins to increase after 6 hours of
exposure.
Alpha-actinin-4, according to experimental data, has approximately the same
initial content in the membrane and cytoplasmic compartments. After 6 hours of
exposure in the membrane compartment, its content decreases by 27% and increases in the cytoplasm by 30% [28] [29]. In the numerical experiment, we obtained the same data. However, at the same time, after 6 hours of exposure, according to the simulation data, the content of the activated transcription factor
in the nucleus increases by 35%. Comparing these data, we can assume that
when the external mechanical stress changes, alpha-actinin-4 does not directly
regulate the expression of the genes assessed but indirectly regulates them
through the activation of an appropriate transcription factor.
Of course, such an assumption after mathematical modeling needs experimental verification, but it can be assumed that the disclosure of the detailed
mechanism of interaction between the cell and the external mechanical field will
help in the development of effective preventive measures that are necessary, for
example, during deep space exploration.

5. Conclusions
The results obtained indicate that the model of perception of an external mechanical stimulus by living cells, based on a system of kinetic equations and the
second Fick law, adequately describes the process, and the simulation results
correlate with the experimental data.
The time dependencies estimated in a numerical experiment suggest that
alpha-actinin-4 triggers a signaling cascade, leading to an increase in the content
of certain transcription factors whose targets are both alpha-actinin-4 and
alpha-actinin-1 and beta-actin. In other words, the answer to the question of
whether alpha-actinin-4 regulates gene expression directly when mechanical
stress changes (given its ability to penetrate into the nucleus and bind to some
promoters) is as follows: according to a numerical experiment, it is more likely
that another transcription factor will appear.
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